
Excerpts from the Central Conference of American Rabbis, “A Life of Meaning” 
 
Rabbi Michael Marmur, PhD, “Speaking Truthfully about God”  
A teaching usually attributed to the founder of the Chasidic movement, the Baal Shem Tov, 
notes that the Amidah prayer begins in a curious manner: “Our God and God of our ancestors…” 
Why does it need to mention both ourselves and those who came before us? He concludes that 
there are two kinds of people in the world. The “God of our fathers” camp concentrates on the 
concept of God provided by tradition, while the “our God” people are engaged in their own 
search for a meaningful notion of God. We say both parts of the blessing because one sensibility 
without the other is weak. If all we have is tradition, we can become parrots repeating sentences 
we don’t understand or believe in. And if we are constantly searching, we can be blown around 
by the winds of opinion, believing one thing today and another tomorrow. By combining the two 
approaches, we can have both firm roots and high aspirations. So far I have described two ways 
of grappling with the truth of God. One is to delve within traditional discussions, learning from 
the wisdom of what has come before us. Another is to ask what our best understanding of 
morality, history, science, and society allows us to believe. The first approach scores high points 
for grandeur and mystery, and it is rooted in humility and identity. The second approach is all 
about honesty and integrity.  
 
Rabbi Carole B. Balin, “Mitzvah/Mitzvot”  
If you were to ask Jews today to define mitzvah, most would respond “good deed”—as in “Go 
visit your aunt in the hospital; it’s a mitzvah.” While it is true that already in the Talmud the 
Rabbis provide a secondary definition of mitzvah as “an act worthy of praise” in contrast to 
“commandment” (Babylonian Talmud, Chulin 106a), few in our day would interpret calling on 
one’s sick relative as fulfilling the commandment of visiting the sick (bikur cholim), and even 
fewer would regard such an obligation as divinely ordained.  
 
Rabbi Neal Gold, “Creating a Life of Meaning by Caring for Others”  
Jewish tradition prescribes two distinct but related categories of mitzvot for doing the work of 
justice and kindness. Tzedakah refers to giving money away for the purpose of world repair. 
G’milut chasadim is an umbrella of mitzvot that involve giving time and energy—acts of 
thoughtful presence—in order to improve the world and care for others. Examples of g’milut 
chasadim include honoring parents, visiting sick people, caring for a dead body with dignity and 
honor, comforting mourners, raising orphans, dignifying elders, providing decent clothes for 
people without any, feeding hungry people, and many similar deeds. . . . Our Rabbis taught: In 
three ways g’milut chasadim is superior to tzedakah: Tzedakah can only be done with one’s 
money, but g’milut chasadim can be done with one’s person and with one’s money; Tzedakah 
can only be given to poor people, but g’milut chasadim can be done for both rich and poor 
people; Tzedakah can only be given to the living, but g’milut chasadim can be done for both the 
living and the dead. (Babylonian Talmud, Sukkah 49b) The Sages recognized that money is a 
powerful tool for improving the world in ways that boundless good intentions cannot. On the 
other hand, certain acts of chesed can impact the lives of others in ways that money never will. 
Therefore, both tzedakah and g’milut chasadim are parts of a spiritual regimen that puts our 
highest values into action. 
 
 



Rabbi Elyse Goldstein, “When God Meets Gender”  
At its inception, Reform Judaism promised equality for women. Now much later, could Reform 
have imagined how far the notion of “gender equality” would take us? . . . At first, those 
discussions focused around binary definitions of male and female, masculine and feminine. This 
revolution began with what I call “equal access feminism.” It was simple: women wanted to have 
the same opportunities and the same religious responsibilities as men. Women wanted, in short, 
to be fully Jews out of a sense of being allowed to participate the way men did. We imagined 
women’s religious equality to mean that women could practice those rituals that had been 
designated as historically men’s rituals.In this stage the discussion around gender in Reform 
settings focused on women doing what men did. Second-stage Jewish feminism went further, 
developing a thoughtful challenge to our theological language in describing God, and thus a 
shaking of our foundational assumptions about women, men, and the whole halachic system. We 
asked if women’s spirituality was the same as men’s, resting upon distinctions and separation 
into categories of difference like milk/meat, holy/profane, male/female. We didn’t just have 
women rabbis—those rabbis made us rethink what a rabbi looks like, what a rabbi is, and what a 
rabbi does. My male colleagues will admit that with the admission of women to the rabbinic 
discussion, we all started to question work-life balance, parenting time, the hierarchies of 
synagogue life, the language of the prayer book, and the nature of the synagogue. . . . And now, 
in third-stage feminism, in the twenty-first century, the binary understanding of “men” and 
“women” itself has been challenged, and the conversation about male and female differences and 
similarities also takes into account the full spectrum of gender identification. Today’s feminism 
leads the discussion into the less-clear waters of whether gender at all can, should, or will 
determine, define, or characterize the way we practice Jewish ritual. . . . The questions Jewish 
feminism once raised have so clearly entered our conversation that the tone and content of 
Jewish life have been forever altered.  
 
Rabbi Jonah Dov Pesner and Rabbi David N. Saperstein 
“The Centrality of Social Justice in Reform Judaism”  
American Reform Judaism has, from its beginnings, emphasized social justice as a pillar of our 
expression of Jewish living. The first American statement of our principles, drafted by the 
Central Conference of American Rabbis (CCAR) in Pittsburgh in 1885, references the Torah’s 
goal of “regulating relations between rich and poor” and concludes, “We deem it our duty to 
participate in the great task of modern times, to solve, on the basis of justice and righteousness, 
the problems presented by the contrasts and evils of the present organization of society.” In the 
second statement of our principles drafted in 1937 in Columbus, our rabbinic leaders expanded 
the themes of social and economic justice in a series of paragraphs related to ethical obligations, 
social justice, and the pursuit of peace, linking the latter to the biblical prophets. The rabbis 
affirmed, “Judaism seeks the attainment of a just society by the application of its teachings to the 
economic order, to industry and commerce, and to national and international affairs. It aims at 
the elimination of man-made misery and suffering, of poverty and degradation, of tyranny and 
slavery, of social inequality and prejudice, of ill-will and strife.” (A Life of Meaning, p. 504) 
A dramatic affirmation of the Reform Jewish commitment to tikkun olam was the founding of 
the Commission on Social Action and the Religious Action Center of Reform Judaism (the 
RAC). The former, a joint body of the CCAR and URJ, brings together representatives of the 
major institutions and affiliates of the Reform Movement, professional and voluntary, in 
establishing movement positions on critical issues of the day. In 1962, the URJ dedicated the 



RAC building in the heart of Washington, DC, so that the Reform Movement could directly 
advocate in Congress and the White House for social justice. The RAC became a hub for the 
civil rights movement, housing for several decades the nation’s largest umbrella civil rights 
organization, the Leadership Conference on Civil Rights. . . . Parts of the Civil Rights Act of 
1964 and the Voting Rights Act of 1965 were drafted there, and for thirty years much of the 
advocacy on behalf of civil rights legislation was shaped in the RAC’s conference room. In those 
early decades, Eisendrath, Lipman, Vorspan, Hirsch, and Rabbi Balfour Brickner, together with 
leaders of the CCAR, played key roles in the battles on nuclear disarmament, civil rights, 
reproductive rights, the Great Society programs, separation of church and state, anti-apartheid 
efforts, the Soviet Jewry movement, and pro-Israel efforts. Those of us who succeeded that 
generation . . . have likewise played leadership roles in such coalition work, not only continuing 
key work on these causes, but adding environmental efforts, LGBTQ rights, international 
religious freedom—just as local rabbis and lay leaders have done throughout these past eighty 
years in communities across America. (A Life of Meaning, pp. 508–509) 
 
Rabbi Rachel S. Mikva, PhD, “Jews and Race”  
Most books present Jewish diversity today by describing distinct religious movements; a few 
identify differences between Ashkenazic and Sephardic praxis. It is not surprising, then, that the 
majority of American Jews do not know that half of the Jews in Israel are not white, mostly from 
North Africa and Arabic-speaking countries (known as Mizrachi Jews). They may be vaguely 
aware of Latinx Jews who live or have roots in Central and South America, and they have heard 
of the Beta Yisrael from Ethiopia—but probably not the Lemba of southern Africa, the 
Abayudaya in Uganda, the Ibo in Nigeria, the B’nei Yisrael from India, or the Kaifeng Jews of 
China. They may not even know much about Black Hebrew and Israelite communities 
established in the United States or about the many Jews of color who have been part of majority-
white congregations for generations. Part of this erasure has to do with the unique history of 
Jews in the United States. Although the first Jews who came to these shores were Sephardic, 
arriving in the seventeenth century, the massive European immigration between 1880 and 1920 
included over two million Ashkenazic Jews, overwhelming the existing communities and 
changing the racial balance. Like many ethnic (and non-Protestant) immigrant populations, these 
Jews were not considered white until after World War II, but now a significant majority of Jews 
in the United States identify as white and it has become the “norm.” . . . White normativity 
prompts repeated marginalization for Jews of color. It can be as simple as walking into a 
synagogue where people presume you are not Jewish, or you must have converted, or you are 
adopted, or (if you are black) you must be from Ethiopia. If you are none of those things, you 
may become a creature of exotic fascination, which can be just as oppressive. White experience 
is centered in conversations about Jewish foods, names, hair, humor, neighborhoods, history and 
culture. . . . Ironically, erasure happens even in the way many white Jewish activists talk about 
fighting systemic racism, when they speak about how “we” need to reach out to the African 
American community— forgetting that they are also us.  
 
 
 
 

  



Comparison of Proclamations: 1885 to 1999 
These two statements reflect the self-identification of Reform Judaism, both issued from 
Pittsburgh – first in 1885, and then a new version in 1999.   Both are offered here to offer a 
glimpse at similarities and differences in recent evolutions in Reform Judaism. 

1885 Pittsburgh Conference 

Convening at the call of Kaufmann Kohler of New York, Reform rabbis from around the United 
States met from November 16 through November 19, 1885 with Isaac Mayer Wise presiding. 
The meeting was declared the continuation of the Philadelphia Conference of 1869, which was 
the continuation of the German Conference of 1841 to 1846. The rabbis adopted the following 
seminal text: 

1. We recognize in every religion an attempt to grasp the Infinite, and in every mode, source or 
book of revelation held sacred in any religious system the consciousness of the indwelling of 
God in man. We hold that Judaism presents the highest conception of the God-idea as taught in 
our Holy Scriptures and developed and spiritualized by the Jewish teachers, in accordance with 
the moral and philosophical progress of their respective ages. We maintain that Judaism 
preserved and defended midst continual struggles and trials and under enforced isolation, this 
God-idea as the central religious truth for the human race. 

2. We recognize in the Bible the record of the consecration of the Jewish people to its mission 
as the priest of the one God, and value it as the most potent instrument of religious and moral 
instruction. We hold that the modern discoveries of scientific researches in the domain of 
nature and history are not antagonistic to the doctrines of Judaism, the Bible reflecting the 
primitive ideas of its own age, and at times clothing its conception of divine Providence and 
Justice dealing with men in miraculous narratives. 

3. We recognize in the Mosaic legislation a system of training the Jewish people for its mission 
during its national life in Palestine, and today we accept as binding only its moral laws, and 
maintain only such ceremonies as elevate and sanctify our lives, but reject all such as are not 
adapted to the views and habits of modern civilization. 

4. We hold that all such Mosaic and rabbinical laws as regulate diet, priestly purity, and dress 
originated in ages and under the influence of ideas entirely foreign to our present mental and 
spiritual state. They fail to impress the modern Jew with a spirit of priestly holiness; their 
observance in our days is apt rather to obstruct than to further modern spiritual elevation. 

5. We recognize, in the modern era of universal culture of heart and intellect, the approaching 
of the realization of Israel s great Messianic hope for the establishment of the kingdom of truth, 
justice, and peace among all men. We consider ourselves no longer a nation, but a religious 
community, and therefore expect neither a return to Palestine, nor a sacrificial worship under 
the sons of Aaron, nor the restoration of any of the laws concerning the Jewish state. 



6. We recognize in Judaism a progressive religion, ever striving to be in accord with the 
postulates of reason. We are convinced of the utmost necessity of preserving the historical 
identity with our great past.. Christianity and Islam, being daughter religions of Judaism, we 
appreciate their providential mission, to aid in the spreading of monotheistic and moral truth. 
We acknowledge that the spirit of broad humanity of our age is our ally in the fulfillment of our 
mission, and therefore we extend the hand of fellowship to all who cooperate with us in the 
establishment of the reign of truth and righteousness among men. 

7. We reassert the doctrine of Judaism that the soul is immortal, grounding the belief on the 
divine nature of human spirit, which forever finds bliss in righteousness and misery in 
wickedness. We reject as ideas not rooted in Judaism, the beliefs both in bodily resurrection 
and in Gehenna and Eden (Hell and Paradise) as abodes for everlasting punishment and reward. 

8. In full accordance with the spirit of the Mosaic legislation, which strives to regulate the 
relations between rich and poor, we deem it our duty to participate in the great task of modern 
times, to solve, on the basis of justice and righteousness, the problems presented by the 
contrasts and evils of the present organization of society. 

1999 - A Statement of Principles for Reform Judaism  
We are called by Torah to lifelong study in the home, in the synagogue and in every place 
where Jews gather to learn and teach. Through Torah study we are called to (mitzvot), the 
means by which we make our lives holy. We are committed to the ongoing study of the whole 
array of (mitzvot) and to the fulfillment of those that address us as individuals and as a 
community. Some of these (mitzvot), sacred obligations, have long been observed by Reform 
Jews; others, both ancient and modern, demand renewed attention as the result of the unique 
context of our own times.  
 
We bring Torah into the world when we seek to sanctify the times and places of our lives 
through regular home and congregational observance.  Shabbat calls us to bring the highest 
moral values to our daily labor and to culminate the workweek with (kedushah), holiness, 
(menuchah), rest and (oneg), joy. The High Holy Days call us to account for our deeds. The 
Festivals enable us to celebrate with joy our people’s religious journey in the context of the 
changing seasons. The days of remembrance remind us of the tragedies and the triumphs that 
have shaped our people’s historical experience both in ancient and modern times. And we mark 
the milestones of our personal journeys with traditional and creative rites that reveal the 
holiness in each stage of life.  
 
We bring Torah into the world when we strive to fulfill the highest ethical mandates in our 
relationships with others and with all of God’s creation. Partners with God in (tikkun olam), 
repairing the world, we are called to help bring nearer the messianic age. We seek dialogue and 
joint action with people of other faiths in the hope that together we can bring peace, freedom 
and justice to our world. We are obligated to pursue (tzedek), justice and righteousness, and to 
narrow the gap between the affluent and the poor, to act against discrimination and 
oppression, to pursue peace, to welcome the stranger, to protect the earth’s biodiversity and 



natural resources, and to redeem those in physical, economic and spiritual bondage. In so 
doing, we reaffirm social action and social justice as a central prophetic focus of traditional 
Reform Jewish belief and practice. We affirm the (mitzvah) of (tzedakah), setting aside portions 
of our earnings and our time to provide for those in need. These acts bring us closer to fulfilling 
the prophetic call to translate the words of Torah into the works of our hands. In all these ways 
and more, Torah gives meaning and purpose to our lives. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


